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Introduction
OP-Connect, the definitive back office system, has been developed for a 21st century office and
stationery products industry working in a multi-channel market place.
It gives you a flexible and integrated solution allowing you to deal with customers and suppliers using
email and other seamless transfer mechanisms using your standard internet connection. Being customer
focussed is a whole lot easier when your computer system fully integrates web, customer, inventory and
Sage information with the complete order processing cycle.
All aspects of the business process are catered for, from taking the initial enquiry, processing quotations,
converting them into an order or processing orders directly. Fully integrated stock control ensures that
you know what is and isn’t available.
Sales, Purchase and Nominal information is all posted through to Sage 50 in real time, and OP-Connect
has full access to customer aged debt information for use by operators.
All documentation is based on word templates, giving flexibility to create all documents in line with
corporate colours, logos and layout. All documents can be reprinted or emailed directly from OPConnect either as a Word or PDF attachment.

All of the functionality provided by OP-Connect is made available through a single environment. An
intuitive and easy-to-use menu system allows security level access to all of the modules.
Alternatively, where users only require access to a specific module, for instance reporting or order
management those individual modules can be made available to them.
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Customer Management
All customer information can be recorded, this includes multiple contacts, delivery addresses, pricing
groups and rules as well as up to 20 other pieces of information that OP-Connect doesn’t maintain as
standard.
All activities are recorded against the ordering and delivery customer and can be accessed from the
History tab. This allows operators to drill into any old sales orders, invoices, emails or memos that have
been raised against a customer.
All of the information held against a customer can be reported on from the Information Control module.

Contacts are treated as suspects, prospects, customers and delivery addresses based on their enquiry
and ordering activities. Standard reports allow quick and easy analysis of where and how sales are
achieved.
The preferred method of receiving correspondence is recorded against each customer, which can be via
email or printed media.
Different correspondence groups can be assigned to individual customers to provide specific document
layouts and content.
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Order Management
Fully integrated with stock and customer management, the “Order Control” module provides a single
holistic view of current and completed quotations and orders.
New orders, enquiries
and quote conversions
are done from a single
screen.
Numerous
search
criteria,
for
example,
customer
purchase
order
number, product code,
order date (<, >, = or =
plus or minus 28 days),
order
or
customer
information (postcode,
company name, contact
name or telephone
number) can be used to
find outstanding or
completed quotations
or orders.

Full order amendment is audited to show who, when and what has been amended. Order amendment
is allowed right up the point that an order is complete – this includes adding new lines and cancellations.
The easy to use and intuitive layout allows speedy order entry whether you prefer to use the keyboard
on its own or are happier clicking your way around all of the options with the mouse.
Multiple payments types accepted. Simply choose the payment method from the drop down list or use
the default customer payment method to reduce time and errors. Orders paid on account integrate with
Sage.
Order correspondence can be printed or emailed. All documents can be reprinted and is templated giving
full control of look and feel, enabling all correspondence that goes to customers and suppliers to reflect
the business spirit.
Easy entry of ordering and delivery customer details. Repeat customers easily retrieved, be they delivery
or ordering customers.
Track enquiries, demonstrations and quotations with automatic reminders so that you do not forget to
follow up. OP-Connect provides full tracking where an enquiry is converted from an enquiry to a
quotation, right through to conversion into an order.
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Reporting, Dashboards & Analysis
OP-Connect provides an easy to use reporting tool for building and generating reports, both standard
and ad-hoc, as well as complex dashboard views. Simple drag and drop report headings are used to
create reports, be they based on sales, despatches, products, customers or any other aspect of OPConnect. Reports have security levels assigned to them therefore allowing restricted access to specific
reports. Dashboards can be created to show both standard and user specific views in a single screen.
Where more complicated reports are required that the simple drag and drop method cannot facilitate, raw
SQL commands can be added and then displayed through the standard information control screen.
Real-time Sage aged debt information is also available through the OP-Connect Information Control
screen.

Reports can be displayed to screen, printed or viewed as a chart or in Microsoft Excel.
Reports can be used to generate campaign lists and assigned to operators for use in the CRM screen.
Where lists contain customer or sales order information, as simple right click allows access to all of those
records by scrolling through CRM or order enquiry screen.
All reports are security level specific and can also be set to only allow specif users or user groups access.
Emails can be generated against customer reports and customer histories updated.
OP-Connect runs on a MySQL database, therefore providing an industry standard database that can be
utilised by a host of off-the-shelve reporting tools.
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Integrated Point of Sale (EPoS)
The OP-Connect EPoS system fully integrates stock and account customers. It helps you serve the
customers faster and gives you the information you need to make more informed sales.
Security features includes bar coded sales assistant logging in.
The “£5”, “£10”, “£20” buttons make taking cash payments a doddle.
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Purchasing & Bulk Shop
The bulk Shop system generates a buying list based on the current demand and stock situation. The
demand is driven by new orders and replacements. The stock uses free stock figures and also
accounts for items still outstanding with suppliers.
From this single screen real-time stock checks can be carried out against the major suppliers. Suppliers
can be changed, stock adjustments made before any purchase orders are raised.

Purchase invoices/Credits are picked up automatically from VOW, OT Wholesale, Advent, UFP, Antalis
and Westcoast. Other suppliers are handled quickly and easily based on receipted goods that have not
already been invoiced. On acceptance of a purchase invoice the details are posted directly against the
relevant account in Sage.
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Pick & Despatch
All outstanding orders are tracked through Pick & Despatch, so that nothing slips through the net. Full
visibility of non-picked orders gives nobody the excuse to say that they “didn’t know”.
Despatch notes and proof of delivery notes can use different layouts.
Barcoded PoD notes allows scanned documents to be cross-referenced against the original sales order
and viewed directly from OP-Connect’s order enquiry screen.

8

Invoicing
Whether a customer requires consolidated invoices or standard, they are all ran from the same screen.
The invoicing process also picks up individual “correspondence type” and “preferred method of
receiving correspondence” settings. This allows emails and printed invoiced to all go through in the
same process, without any human intervention.

Invoices can be produced en-masse or by individual order, pick run or customer.
Operators can reprint invoices from the order enquiry screen or from the enquiry tab of the invoicing
screen.
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OP-Connect Financials
Our financials package includes Sales, Purchase and General ledgers.
VAT Returns use the HMRC Making Tax Digital for VAT service.

Auto Bank Reconciliation can import your bank statements
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System Reminders & Calendars
When a user first logs into OP-Connect they are told that they have outstanding reminders or scheduled
orders. These can be overdue reminders or reminders due on that day.

Once a reminder becomes due, the operator is prompted each
time they log onto OP-Connect and only disappears once it
has been actioned or the due date is extended.

Operators can drill into the reminders and view the relevant document, sales order/quote or customer
record.

A complete history is maintained against each reminder, showing who, when and what they updated.
Or when and who some has gone into a record and just exited out.
All reminder activity can be reported against from within Information Control.
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Collections, Returns & Refunds
Returns & refunds are handled through the standard order enquiry screen. They can be processed
there and then or have collection notes generated to be then handled later via Collection note handling.

Collection Note handling allows the returns process to the supplier and the subsequent refund or
replacement to be done at a later stage, whilst maintaining a link throughout the process.
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Stock Control
Integrated stock control provides a simple and effective interface with order processing and despatch
control. Stocked items, maintenance agreements and shipped direct products are all handled as
standard. Where individual or batches of products use serial number these are maintained and tracked
throughout the system.

Stock control provides a quick and easy method for setting up new products.
Products can be assigned to product groups to make for easier reporting to identify which types of courses
are, for example, most popular.
The product group can also be used to assign different courses to different cost of sale nominal structures.

13

FUSION Plus Product Data Sets
All FUSION catalogues are available to OP-Connect users.
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opXML Links (EDI) to Major Suppliers
Daily price file loads available for OT Wholesale, VOW, UFP, Advent Data, Westcoast and Ingram Micros.
Real-time stock checks for VOW, OT Wholesale, Exertis and UFP. Hour price feeds for other suppliers.
ftp product feeds available for other suppliers.
Suppliers without ftp feeds can be maintained easily via Excel sheets.
Full opXML (EDI) links for purchasing, order acknowledgements, purchase invoices and credits with OT
Wholesale, VOW, Antalis, Exertis, Westcoast and UFP

15

Sage Active
As a Sage Developer partner, OP-Connect provides real-time integration with Sage 50 through the “Sage
Active” interface. This ensures that all data required for Sage is entered only once using OP-Connect.
Nominal structures can be defined with OP-Connect for the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

MaterialsPurchased
PurchasingCarriage
DefaultBankAccount
DefaultSales
SalesDistributionAndCarriage
Product Groups

It should be remembered that Sage Active does not replace Sage 50, and separate Sage licences are
required.
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E-commerce Integration
Need of a truly integrated order management solution that incorporates web sales and quotations from
multiple web sites, including eBay?
Seamless integration is provided for Evolution web sites, which includes real-time customer and product
information feeds. Pick & Despatch and Invoicing both update order status on the web as they happen.
“Web Link” provides seamless integration for other transactional web sites into OP-Connect using email
and secure data feeds.
No longer will you need to worry about downloading orders or remembering to check all of your online
management consoles every half an hour, because “Web Link” automatically polls your web sites for new
orders at regular intervals. All orders and new customers are processed through OP-Connect allowing
you to pick, pack and despatch as if they were orders taken over the phone.
Rules can be applied to sales orders as they are processed to suspend them. Useful when you don’t
want a £2,000.00 order going unseen through the system.
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